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Module 2 

Choosing Your Triggers 

Ok let's talk about triggers I’ve referenced them enough. Let's talk about exactly what a trigger 

is how we can use it in our practice time how you can use it to get it to a very thorough focus 

practice a mind frame and how we can use it to do that repeatedly ok so what we're going to 

be doing is creating little a little ritual that we're going to be doing now I told you that you need 

triggers me breathing and visualization so this is going to be the first part of that now a trigger 

does not have to be one thing it can be a series of things ok for instance let's say that you 

there's really three types of triggers that I found to be very helpful 

One is making a small routine before I come into the practice room ok now that would that 

would look something like this ok before I came on the practice room I come in from maybe I’m 

coming in from work let's just say that I grabbed this the glass of water and this is all going to 

sound like Stephen why am i having to do the same thing just trust me on this we're making a 

routine whenever you go to bed think about this when you go to bed you have a routine have 

you ever like consciously thought about that routine why do you do the things you do why do 

you place the tooth brush in the same spot every night why do you floss your teeth at the same 

time why do you sleep on the same side of the bed if I came to bed and was on my wife's side 

of the bed one night she would be like you can jump over why do we do that why do I have to 

sleep in the same pillow why if I lay my head down on my pillow as her pillow I’m switching 

cause I am the all I does is a way it is it's my routine it gets me ready to go to bed I have the 

same I turn the lights off and lock up the house the same way every night why do i do that i 

didn't like plan it out it's just routine what it's doing is it's telling my body it's triggering things in 

my body to begin the shutdown process like we're going to go ahead and ease into bed ok we 

can do the same thing with our practice time we can use triggers so you can you may want to 

create a little routine for instance a routine would be made and it doesn't have to be five or six 

minutes you come in from work you grab the same coffee mug you fill that coffee mug with 

water or your favorite drink you know drive try not to try to make it something like not eight 

gallons of coffee or alcohol or anything like that or want to do is get to practice we want to focus 

they were saying water or maybe you know a coke or whatever you may need to pep you a bit 

make it the same thing every day we're making this into a routine or ritual maybe you get the 

same snack every day in case that we have are we come in we set our stuff down we have the 
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same glass that we're drinking from we get the same plate but the same thing to eat on it we 

get the same drink and we sit there for and when you can time yourself for five minutes and we 

just take time to kind of di-stress and make that our little routine before really a ritual our routine 

trigger before we go into the practice time ok that's one way to do this the other way or do it in 

the way that i prefer to do it is to get a musical trigger the reason i like a musical trigger is 

because I can replicate that it gigs very easily I can replicate that in stressful situations very 

easily so it doesn't take much for me to pull my phone out and start playing a song ok so I want 

you to pick one two three songs and we're going to call those your creative trigger songs I would 

prefer you pick just one I’ve been listening to the same song for over a year it's by Gretchen 

Parlato and it's called Butterflies it is live recording from New York I just I love the song I don't 

know why I picked it as my creative trigger it's just when I listen to that song I was just inspired 

had nothing to do with drumming I was just my creativity was inspired ok and so what we want 

to do is we want to pick that song and I’m going to listen to that same song every time I go to 

practice and the other thing i couple with that is a comfortable position you remember me talking 

about that with the relaxation response and I know some drummers that sit at their drum set for 

a few minutes and kind of take a couple deep breaths that's their trigger routine there are 

several positions you can do this and I prefer to do like a kneeling position think of a yoga pose 

or they've been doing this for thousands of years for how they eat in the orient this pose where 

you're on your knees and you're just it's a very relaxed pose it's also very supportive to your 

back and your spine and all that so I take this time to get away from the actual drum set so I 

get in that comfortable position I turn of my trigger song I simply close my eyes and I just sit 

there for a couple minutes I just let that soak in this doesn't take very long but I really want to 

let it soak in now I’m not the only one that does this ok you like Steve this is a little bit weird I’m 

not the only one that does this there's a ton of creatives out there that used triggers they talk 

about them in the book practice perfect forty two rules for practicing perfect Josh Waitzkin wrote 

the Art Of Learning he talked about triggers the reason he wanted to use them was he would 

get called for a fight whenever he went into the Tou Chi Quan competitive Tou ChI Quan the 

push hands division he would get called to fight and literally he'd have thirty seconds and he 

had to go out of competition well that wasn't the time to do anything or get warmed up or ready 

so what he found was he had these songs that were triggers for him and as soon as he just got 

to where as soon as he heard a couple of seconds of that song he was in the zone and got to 

where he could just hum it to himself and he was all the sudden in this is zone and I know I can 

tell you for a fact I can simply sit there close my eyes and begin to hum that song and all of a 
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sudden I’m in that space so it's all about getting focus and getting in that space I want you to 

listen to the same thing every time every time you sit down to practice without fail don't make it 

a different song the same one you want this to be a routine you want to if this isn't boring this 

is all a part of your creative process ok so we're going to get that trigger set in place another 

way we can get triggers is you can you can read the same thing every day maybe you have a 

passage that you like to read maybe there's some literature that really inspires you whatever it 

may be put that into you or pre-practice ritual or the calm before the storm so what we're going 

to be doing is creating that trigger so we have it we come in we have a sequence of events that 

we do and then we're ready to begin some breathing techniques that takes no time at all but all 

that does is help facilitate that so pick your triggers put below this in the comments what triggers 

are you going to use would you rather use a small little ritual would you would you rather use a 

song I prefer to do it a song just because I can replicate that wherever I go but I guarantee you 

if you will commit to this trigger you'll be amazed at how you find your zone through this whole 

process and then you're going to be able to go back to that so whenever you're practicing you're 

frustrated you're literally be able to put your sticks down step back for a second sing through 

that song and go I got it I’m back and then you get back to so it's a way to maintain your focus 

and keep your focus help you keep coming back to that place where you're able to practice 

from a very open space and a very receptive space and get the most out of this deliberate time 

that we're putting in. 

 

 


